COVERED
WALKWAYS
WALKWAY CANOPIES

VISUAL & UNCLUTTERED

These custom designed modular walkway systems are the perfect structures to complement or
enhance existing architecture while protecting your patrons and customers from the weather – both
wet and otherwise! These structures are also a perfect way to help control pedestrian flows with
minimal visual interruptions so your parking space retains an open, uncluttered feel. With a huge
range of options and additional extras available, we are able to create structures that will fulfil your
design requirements completely. Each structure is also backed with our unique 15 year warranty,
ensuring your customers will be kept sheltered for a long time to come!

CALL US TODAY TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS
0800 166 722

sales@shadesystems.co.nz

www.shadesystems.co.nz
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Each covered walkway structure is covered with our
15 year warranty and a lifetime guarantee on workmanship.

ENGINEERED
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We provide structural engineering for any covered walkway structures. This is required for council
permits and gives you the added assurance that your structures will be safe for years to come.

FABRIC

The shade cover is manufactured from heavy duty materials – either shade mesh or
PVC fabric, which provide UVR protection of up to 99% without losing natural light
under the canopy. The design is modular, but each shade structure is individually
created, custom made and fitted to suit each site.

FRAMEWORK

Our ultra-strong steel poles are galvanised inside and out for ultimate protection
against rust and weather damage. An extra option of a paint finish is also available
to ensuring your structure will fit in with any existing colour schemes with the added
protective benefits that the extra finish offers.

HARDWARE

All hardware is marine grade stainless steel to ensure rusting is not an issue and all
structural bolts are galvanised. The tensioning system is fully adjustable to enable
tensioning to be carried out later in the shade’s life, should it become necessary.

EXTRAS

A range of lighting options, fabrics, colours and design styles are available to ensure
the finished product is exactly what you need. Other options, including toughened
glass or profile metal roofing and items such as taxi bays, seating areas and
pedestrian links are also able to be integrated into your design.

GALVANISED – STANDARD

1.

1. Black steel. All steel fabrication is completed before any protective coatings are applied.
2. Steel is then chemically cleaned to ensure all impurities are removed.
3. S
 teel framework is then immersed in a 450oC bath of molten zinc. The zinc is metallurgically fused
into the steel itself, becoming part of the steel’s surface by forming tough zinc-iron alloy layers
that are actually harder than the base metal, as well as outer protective layers of pure solidified
zinc. This immersion process ensures a uniform coating that covers the entire surface area
including all internal surfaces.

2.

PAINT FINISH – OPTIONAL

3.

4. Galvanised steelwork is sweep blasted to provide an extra smooth clean surface.
5. Specialty etch primer is applied to all exterior surfaces.
6. 2
 -pack polyurethane paint finish applied to all exterior surfaces. This is an ultra
hard enamel paint that will withstand exposure to the outdoor elements.
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100%
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* Warranty terms & conditions apply.
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